Abstract: In this paper, we study the category of trigroups as a generalization of the notion of digroup [4] and analyze their relationship with 3-racks [1] and Leibniz 3-algebras [6] . Trigroups are essentially associative trioids in which there are bar-units and bar-inverses. We prove that 3-racks can be constructed by conjugating trigroups. We also prove that trigroups equipped with a smooth manifold structure produce Leibniz 3-algebras via their associated Lie 3-racks.
Introduction
An axiomatic definition of the concept of digroups was introduced by M. Kinyon in [4] as a generalization of groups in his partial solution to the coquecigrue problem, which consists of generalizing Lie's third theorem to Leibniz algebras [7] . Other axiomatic descriptions of digroups were independently studied by R. Felipe in [3] and R. Liu in [5] . It is worth mentioning that prior to these axiomatic definitions, the notion of digroups already appeared implicitly in Loday's work on dialgebras [8] . Similarly to how digroups are related to groups, a trigroup is a set A endowed with 3 binary operations $, K and % so that pA, $, %q is a digroup, and pA, $, Kq and pA, K, %q are disemigroups in which the operations are compatible with bar-units and appropriate inverses. In this paper, we generalize the conjugation of digroups to trigroups and show that every trigroup A is equipped with a pointed 3-rack structure, and thus produces a pointed rack structure on AˆA by [1, Example 2.6] . When trigroups are also smooth manifolds, their associated 3-racks inherit the smooth manifold structure, and produce Leibniz 3-algebras thanks to [1, Corollary 3.6] . Another analysis of a relationship between Leibniz 3-algebras and an algebra with 3 associative operations, namely trialgebras [8, Definition 1.1], was conducted in [2] . Similarly to digroups, trigroups along with their homomorphisms constitute a pointed category, which generalizes both the category of groups and the category of digroups. This category is a subcategory of the category of associative trioid introduced by J. L. Loday This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present the axioms of the known notion of disemigroup in a way suitable to define the notion of trisemigroup, then we provide a construction of trisemigroups from given disemigroups. In section 3, we study the notion of trigroups and prove several properties related to their operations. In section 4, we use these properties to construct a functor from the category of trigroups to the category of Leibniz 3-algebras. 
Proof. We use (L1) and the fact that the operation $ is associative: 
Trisemigroups
The following generalizes the definition of disemigroups to a ternary algebra. 
Note that there are 11 axioms in the conditions pT 1q, pT 2q, pT 3q and pT 4q. These axioms are exactly the 11 relations of the definition of an associative trioid introduced by Loday and Ronco [8, Defintion 1.1] . It is worth mentioning that J. D. Phillips's work [9] on digroups reduces these 11 axioms to 7 axioms. In this paper, we use the terminology "trisemigroup" instead of "associative trioid" to remain in the semigroup jargon. Also, we use the notation "ass" to refer to the associativity of the operations $, K, % .
From Disemigroups to Trisemigroups
Using J. D. Phillips's work [9] on digroups, it is clear that a trisemigroup pA, $, K, %q is equipped with at least 3 disemigroup structures, namely: pA, $, %q, pA, $, Kq and pA, K, %q. Now, let G be a set endowed with two binary operations $, %. Then define on GˆG the following binary operations:
Then we have the following:
1. pu, hq -ppv, kq -pw, lqq " pu, hq -pv, k % lq " pu, h % pk % lqq 2. pu, hq -ppv, kq pw, lqq " pu, hq -pk % w, k % lq " pu, h % pk % lqq
. ppu, hq -pv, kqq pw, lq " pu, h % kq pw, lq " pph % kq % wq, ph % kq % lqq 10. pu, hq ppv, kq , pw, lqq " pu, hq pk $ w, k $ lq " ph % pk $ wq, h % pk $ lqq
As a consequence, we have the following results:
Proposition 2.9 Let G be a set endowed with two binary operations $, % .
Proof. It is easy to verify that ,, -and are associative whenever $, % and K are associative. For a), the axioms (R1) and (R2) are always satisfied for -and by 1., 2., 3. and 4. For b), the axiom (L1) is satisfied for , and -by 5. and 11. whenever they are satisfied for $ and % . The axiom (R1) is satisfied for , and -by 1. and 14. whenever they are satisfied for $ and % . Also the axioms (L2) and (R2) are satisfied for , and -by 12. and 13. whenever they are satisfied for $ and % . For c), the axioms (L1) and (L2) are satisfied for , and by 5., 6., 7. and 8. whenever they are satisfied for $ and % . For d), It remains to verify (T4). It is verified by 9. and 10. whenever (R1) holds for $ and % .
Trigroups
In this section, we introduce the notion of trigroups and study several properties on the conjugation operation on them.
Definition 3.1 A trisemigroup A is a trimonoid if there exists an element
Note that the distinguish element 1 P A satisfying pIq may not be unique. Set 
This set is referred to as the set of bar-units in A. A trimonoid is a trigroup if for all x P A, there exists x´1
P A (called inverse of x) such that x $ x´1 " 1 " x´1 % x and x K x´1 " 1 " x´1 K x.
A morphism between two trigroups is a map that preserves the 3 binary operations and is compatible with bar-units and inverses.
5) The set J " tx´1 : x P Au is a group in which $"K"% . This produces a functor from the category of trigroups to the category of groups.
6) The mapping φ : A Ñ J defined by x Þ Ñ px´1q´1 is an epimorphism of trigroups that fixes J, and Ker φ " U A .
Proof. Let x P A. Then
Similarly, one proves 1 % x " x K 1. In particular, 1 
Similarly, one proves that px K yq K py´1 K x´1q " 1 . Also
Similarly, one shows that py´1 K x´1q % px K yq " 1. For 4), note that by [4, Lemma 4.5(2)], It is enough to show that py´1 $ x´1q K px $ yq " 1 and px % yq K py´1 % x´1q " 1. Indeed,
The proof that px % yq K py´1 % x´1q " 1 is similar. The consequence above mentioned follows as ppx´1q´1q´1 " px $ 1q´1 " 1 $ x´1 " x´1 due to 1). For 5), note that since pA, $, %q is a digroup, it follows by [4, Lemm 4.5] that J is a group in which $"% . It remains to show that K"$ . Indeed, for all x, y P A, px´1 K y´1q % py $ xq
For 6), it is clear that for ‹ P t$, K, %u, and for all x, y P A, we have φpx ‹ yq " ppx ‹ yq´1q´1 " py´1 ‹ x´1q´1 " px´1q´1 ‹ py´1q´1 " φpxq ‹ φpyq, and φp1q " φpx $ x´1q " φpxq $ φpx´1q " px´1q´1 $ ppx´1q´1q´1
Moreover, it is clear that φpx´1q " ppx´1q´1q´1 " pφpxqq´1. So φ is a trigroup homomorphism. φ is onto because φpJq " J, since for any y :" x´1 P J, we have
" x´1 " y. In addition, we have for all e P U A , φpeq $ y " φpeq $ x´1 " φpeq $ φpx´1q " φpe $ x´1q " φpx´1q " x´1 " y and y % φpeq " x´1 % φpeq " φpx´1q % φpeq " φpx´1 % eq " φpx´1q " x´1 " y.
So φpeq P U J i.e. φpeq " 1 since J is a group. Therefore U A Ď Ker φ. Now let x P Ker φ, i.e φpxq " 1. Then by 1q, 1 % x " x $ 1 " px´1q´1 " 1. So for all y P A, we have x $ y " x $ p1 $ yq ass " px $ 1q $ y " 1 $ y " y, and y % x " y % p1 $ xq
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" y % p1 % xq " y % 1 " y.
It follows that x P U A . Therefore Ker φ Ď U A . This completes the proof.
Example 3.6 Consider the trigroup A :" MˆH of Example 3.3 . Then J " teuˆH
and U A " Mˆt1u since for all u P M and h P H, we have pu, 1q $ pv, kq " pv, kq, pv, kq % pu, 1q " pv, kq and pe, k´1q is the inverse of pv, kq for all u P M and pv, kq P A.
Let pA, $, K, %q be a trigroup, and consider the ternary operation r´,´,´s : AˆAˆA Ñ A defined by rx, y, zs " px K yq $ z % py´1 K x´1q. This operation is a generalization of the conjugation on digroups [4, Equation (13)] to trigroups.
Lemma 3.7 Let pA, $, K, %q be a trigroup. Then the following is true: 1) e´1 P U A for all e P U A .
2) rx, y, 1s " 1 for all x, y P A.
3) re 1 , e 2 , xs " x for all e 1 , e 2 P U A and x P A.
4) For all x, y P A, the map A rx,y,´s
ÝÑ A which associates rx, y, zs to any z P A is an epimorphism of the underlying trimonoid A.
Proof. To prove 1), let z P A and e P U A . Then e´1 $ z " e´1 $ p1 $ zq " e´1 $ pp1 % eq $ zq ass " pe´1 $ p1 % eqq $ z " 1 $ z " z since pe´1q´1 " e $ 1 by Lemma 3.5p1q. Similarly, we show that z % e´1 " z. Therefore e´1 P U A . To prove 2), let x, y P A, and set θ "
" pθ $ 1q % θ´1 " 1 since pθ´1q´1 " θ $ 1 by Lemma 3.5p1q. To prove 3), let z P A and e 1 , e 2 P U A . Then
" θ $ ppy % θ´1q % pθ $ pz % θ´1qq ass " θ $ py % pθ´1 % pθ $ pz % θ´1
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" θ $ py % pθ´1 % pθ % pz % θ´1ass " θ $ py % ppθ´1 % θq % pz % θ´1qqq
In addition we have by 2) that rx, y, 1s " 1 for all x, y P A. That rx, y,´s is onto follows by 3). 
Relating Trigroups to Leibniz 3-algebras
Given a field K of characteristic different to 2, a Leibniz 3-algebra [6] is defined as a K -vector space g equipped with a trilinear operation r´,´,´s : g b3 ÝÑ g satisfying the identity
Recall also from [1, Definition 2.1] that a 3-rack pR, r´,´,´sq is a set R endowed with a ternary operation r´,´,´s : RˆRˆR ÝÑ R such that
If in addition there is a distinguish element 1 P R such that (3r3) r1, 1, zs " z and rx 1 , x 2 , 1s " 1 for all x 1 , x 2 , z P R, then pR, r´,´,´s, 1q is said to be a pointed 3-rack.
In the next proposition, we equip a trigroup with a structure of 3-rack. This provides a functor from the category of trigroups to the category of pointed 3-racks, analogue to the functor from the category of digroups to the category of pointed racks studied in [4] . 
" ppt 1 K t 2 q % θq $ z % ppt 1 K t 2 q % θq´1 " ppt 1 K t 2 q % θq $ z % pθ´1 % pt 1 K t 2 q´1q
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" pt 1 K t 2 q $ pθ $ z % pθ´1 % pt 1 K t 2 q´1qq ass " pt 1 K t 2 q $ pθ $ z % θ´1q % pt 1 K t 2 q´1
" pt 1 K t 2 q $ rx 1 , x 2 , zs % pt 1 K t 2 q´1 " " t 1 , t 2 , rx 1 , x 2 , zs ‰ " " rx 1 , x 2 , y 1 s, rx 1 , x 2 , y 2 s, rx 1 , x 2 , zs ‰ . To show the axiom (3r2), let x, y, b P A, and set θ " x K y and z 0 " θ´1 $ b % θ. Then rx, y, z 0 s R " θ $ pθ´1 $ b % θq % θ´1 " pθ $ θ´1q $ b % pθ % θ´1q " 1 $ b % 1 " b % 1 " b. For uniqueness, let z P A such that rx, y, zs R " b i.e. θ $ z % θ´1 " b. So z % θ´1 " 1 $ pz % θ´1q " pθ´1 % θq $ pz % θ´1q
" θ´1 $ pθ $ pz % θ´1qq " θ´1 $ b. Therefore z " z % 1 " z % pθ´1 % θq " pz % θ´1q % θ " pθ´1 $ bq % θ " z 0 .
The axiom (3r3) is satisfied by the properties 2) and 3) of Lemma 3.7. Now, we pay a particular attention to trigroups equipped with a smooth manifold structure. Clearly, the pointed 3-rack of Proposition 4.7 induced by a Lie trigroup inherits the smooth manifold structure, and is therefore a Lie 3-rack. It was proven in [1, Corollary 3.6 ] that the tangent space of a Lie 3-rack at the distinguish element 1 has a Leibniz 3-algebra structure. As a a consequence we have the following Corollary. 
